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Abstract
We use the Seiberg-Witten map (SWmap) to expand noncommutative gravity coupled
to fermions in terms of ordinary commuting fields. The action is invariant under general
coordinate transformations and local Lorentz rotations, and has the same degrees of
freedom as the commutative gravity action. The expansion is given up to second order
in the noncommutativity parameter θ.
A geometric reformulation and generalization of the SW map is presented that applies
to any abelian twist. Compatibility of the map with hermiticity and charge conjugation
conditions is proven. The action is shown to be real and invariant under charge conjuga-
tion at all orders in θ. This implies the bosonic part of the action to be even in θ, while
the fermionic part is even in θ for Majorana fermions.
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1 Introduction
Field theories defined on noncommutative spaces can be systematically constructed by use of
an associative and noncommutative ‹-product. This product between fields generates infinitely
many derivatives and introduces a dimensionful noncommutativity parameter θ. The proto-
typical and simplest example of ‹-product is the Groenewold-Moyal product [1] (historically
arising in phase-space after Weyl quantization [2]) :
fpxq ‹ gpxq ” exp
ˆ
i
2
θµν
B
Bxµ
B
Byν
˙
fpxqgpyq|yÑx (1.1)
“ fpxqgpxq `
i
2
θµνBµfBνg `
1
2!
ˆ
i
2
˙
2
θµ1ν1θµ2ν2pBµ1Bµ2fqpBν1Bν2gq ` ¨ ¨ ¨
with a constant θ.
Replacing in the classical theory the usual product by the star product leads to a defor-
mation of the classical theory (called the noncommutative theory, or NC theory), containing
an infinite number of new interactions and higher derivative terms. This procedure has been
exploited to obtain deformed gravity theories in various dimensions [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10],
including deformed supergravity [11, 12].
Such theories, seen as effective field theories, encode ab initio a noncommutative structure
of spacetime, and it may be interesting to compare them to effective field theories emerging
for example from string/brane interactions.
NC field theories are invariant under deformations of the classical symmetries: for instance
the NC action for gauge fields is invariant under deformed gauge symmetries that involve ‹ -
products.
The fields of NC theories can be expanded in a formal series in θ. Via the Seiberg-Witten
(SW) map [13], this expansion can be realized in terms of classical fields (i.e. the original fields
of the ordinary theory) transforming under the ordinary transformation laws [14, 15, 16]. In
fact the SW map is explicitly determined by requiring that the NC transformation laws of the
NC fields arise from the ordinary transformations of the classical fields, once the NC fields are
seen as function of the classical fields. The SW map is a key ingredient in the construction of
the NC standard model [17, 18], because it allows to have the same gauge group and degrees
of freedom as in the commutative case.
In this paper we apply the Seiberg-Witten map to the NC vielbein gravity theory coupled to
fermions developed in Ref. [10]. We determine the NC vielbein, spin connection, curvature and
fermionic matter up to second order in θ, and expand the NC action to second order. We thus
extend ordinary (commutative) vielbein gravity via higher order derivative terms dictated by
NC vielbein gravity. All these results are given first for the usual Groenewold-Moyal product,
and then for a general abelian twist determined by a set of commuting vector fields tXIu.
The resulting action is a deformation of the commutative action, given in terms of the
ordinary gravity fields and of the background noncommutativity vector fields tXIu. All fields
transform covariantly under ordinary diffeomorphisms, including the backgound fields tXIu.
These fields can be given dynamics by adding covariant kinetic and potential terms, in the
spirit of ref. [19].
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The action, being written geometrically, is invariant under general coordinate transforma-
tions.
Finally the expanded action is invariant under ordinary local Lorentz transformations
(gauge trasnformations) of the classical fields, since these classical transformations induce,
via the SW map, the NC transformations of the NC fields under which the NC action is in-
variant. Thus local Lorentz invariance is not broken in the θ-expanded NC action: in fact each
order in θ of the expanded action is separately gauge invariant. This is not obvious at first
sight because noncovariant terms, containing for example the“naked” spin connection, enter
the expansion of the NC fields via the SW map. Only repeated integrations by parts allow to
re-express the action in terms of gauge covariant quantities, where the spin connection appears
in Lorentz covariant derivatives and curvatures.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we begin with a summary of NC
vielbein gravity coupled to fermions and then prove the charge conjugation invariance of the
action. In Section 3 the Seiberg-Witten map at all orders is recalled, and in Section 4 the map
is found in the geometric language of exterior forms for a general abelian twist. In Section 5
all the fields of the NC theory are expressed via the SW map, up to second order in θ, in terms
of the classical vielbein, spin connection, and Dirac fermions. In Section 6 we prove that the
SW map is compatible with the hermiticity and charge conjugation conditions, ensuring that
the action is real and even in θ. In Section 7 the action is expanded to second order. Section
8 contains our conclusions.
Appendix A is devoted to a short summary of twisted differential geometry, Appendix
B deals with the hermiticity and charge conjugation of the SW map in a general setting.
Appendix C contains gamma matrix conventions and properties.
2 Noncommutative vielbein gravity coupled to fermions
2.1 Classical action
The usual action of first-order gravity coupled to fermions can be recast in an index-free form,
convenient for generalization to the non-commutative case:
S “
ż
Tr
`
iR ^ V ^ V γ5 ´ rpDψqψ¯ ´ ψDψ¯s ^ V ^ V ^ V γ5
˘
(2.1)
The fundamental fields are the 1-forms Ω (spin connection), V (vielbein) and the fermionic
0-form ψ (spin 1/2 field). The curvature 2-form R and the exterior covariant derivative on ψ
and ψ¯ are defined by
R “ dΩ´ Ω^ Ω, Dψ “ dψ ´ Ωψ, Dψ¯ “ dψ¯ ` ψ¯Ω (2.2)
with
Ω “
1
4
ωabγab, V “ V
aγa (2.3)
and thus are 4 ˆ 4 matrices in the spinor representation. See Appendix C for D “ 4 gamma
matrix conventions and useful relations. The Dirac conjugate is defined as usual: ψ¯ “ ψ:γ0.
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Then also pDψqψ¯, ψDψ¯ are matrices in the spinor representation, and the trace Tr is taken
on this representation. Using the D “ 4 gamma matrix identities:
γabc “ iεabcdγ
dγ5, T rpγabγcγdγ5q “ ´4iεabcd (2.4)
leads to the usual action:
S “
ż
Rab ^ V c ^ V dεabcd ` irψ¯γ
aDψ ´ pDψ¯qγaψs ^ V b ^ V c ^ V dεabcd (2.5)
with
R ”
1
4
Rabγab, R
ab “ dωab ´ ωac ^ ω
cb (2.6)
2.2 Invariances
The action is invariant under local diffeomorphisms (it is the integral of a 4-form on a 4-
manifold) and under the local Lorentz rotations:
δǫV “ ´rV, ǫs, δǫΩ “ dǫ´ rΩ, ǫs, δǫψ “ ǫψ, δǫψ¯ “ ´ψ¯ǫ (2.7)
with
ǫ “
1
4
ǫabγab (2.8)
The invariance can be directly checked on the action (2.1) noting that
δǫR “ ´rR, ǫs δǫDψ “ ǫDψ, δǫppDψqψ¯q “ ´rpDψqψ¯, ǫs, δǫpψDψ¯q “ ´rψDψ¯, ǫs, (2.9)
using the cyclicity of the trace Tr (on spinor indices) and the fact that ǫ commutes with γ5.
The Lorentz rotations close on the Lie algebra:
rδǫ1, δǫ2s “ ´δrǫ1,ǫ2s (2.10)
2.3 Hermiticity and charge conjugation
Since the vielbein V a and the spin connection ωab are real fields, the following conditions hold:
γ0V γ0 “ V
:, ´ γ0Ωγ0 “ Ω
:, (2.11)
γ0rpDψqψ¯sγ0 “ rψDψ¯s
:, γ0rψDψ¯sγ0 “ rpDψqψ¯s
: (2.12)
and can be used to check that the action (2.1) is real.
Moreover, if C is the D “ 4 charge conjugation matrix (antisymmetric and squaring to
´1), we have
CV C “ V T , CΩC “ ΩT (2.13)
since the matrices Cγa and Cγab are symmetric.
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Similar relations hold for the gauge parameter ǫ “ p1{4qεabγab:
´γ0ǫγ0 “ ǫ
:, CǫC “ ǫT (2.14)
εab being real.
The charge conjugation of fermions:
ψC ” Cpψ¯qT (2.15)
can be extended to the bosonic fields V , Ω
V C ” CV TC, ΩC ” CΩTC (2.16)
Then the relations (2.13) can be written as:
V C “ V, ΩC “ Ω (2.17)
and are the analogues of the Majorana condition for the fermions:
ψC “ ψ Ñ ψ¯ “ ψTC (2.18)
So far we have been treating ψ as a Dirac fermion, and therefore reality of the action requires
both terms in square brackets in the action (2.1) or (2.5). If ψ is Majorana, the two terms give
the same contribution, and only one of them is necessary.
2.4 The noncommutative action and its invariances
After replacing exterior products by deformed exterior products (see Appendix A on twist
differential geometry), the action(2.1) becomes:
S “
ż
Tr
`
iR ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5 ´ rpDψq ‹ ψ¯ ´ ψ ‹Dψ¯s ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5
˘
(2.19)
with
R “ dΩ´ Ω^‹ Ω, Dψ “ dψ ´ Ω ‹ ψ Dψ¯ “ dψ¯ ` ψ¯ ‹ Ω (2.20)
Almost all preceding formulae continue to hold, with ‹-products and ‹-exterior products.
However, the expansion of the fundamental fields on the Dirac basis of gamma matrices must
now include new contributions1:
Ω “
1
4
ωabγab ` iω1` ω˜γ5, V “ V
aγa ` V˜
aγaγ5 (2.21)
Similarly for the curvature :
R “
1
4
Rabγab ` ir1` r˜γ5 (2.22)
1for example ωabγab ^‹ ω
cdγcd “ ω
ab ^‹ ω
cdp´iǫabcdγ
5 ´ 4δac γbd ´ 2δ
ab
cd
1q contains 1, γ5 besides γab matrices
since the ^‹ product is not antisymmetric.
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and for the gauge parameter:
ǫ “
1
4
εabγab ` iε1` ε˜γ5 (2.23)
Indeed now the ‹-gauge variations read:
δǫV “ ´V ‹ ǫ` ǫ ‹ V, δǫΩ “ dǫ´ Ω ‹ ǫ` ǫ ‹ Ω, δǫψ “ ǫ ‹ ψ, δǫψ¯ “ ´ψ¯ ‹ ǫ (2.24)
and in the variations for V and Ω also anticommutators of gamma matrices appear, due to the
noncommutativity of the ‹-product. Since for example the anticommutator tγab, γcdu contains
1 and γ5, we see that the corresponding fields must be included in the expansion of Ω. Similarly,
V must contain a γaγ5 term due to tγab, γcu. Finally, the composition law for gauge parameters
becomes:
rδǫ1, δǫ2s “ δǫ2‹ǫ1´ǫ1‹ǫ2 (2.25)
so that ǫ must contain the 1 and γ5 terms, since they appear in the composite parameter
ǫ2 ‹ ǫ1 ´ ǫ1 ‹ ǫ2.
The invariance of the noncommutative action (2.19) under the ‹-variations is demonstrated
in exactly the same way as for the commutative case, noting that
δǫR “ ´R ‹ ǫ` ǫ ‹R, δǫDψ “ ǫ ‹Dψ, δǫppDψq ‹ ψ¯q “ ´pDψq ‹ ψ¯ ‹ ǫ` ǫ ‹ pDψq ‹ ψ¯ (2.26)
etc., and using now the fact that ǫ still commutes with γ5, and the cyclicity of the trace Tr
with respect to pointwise matrix products and the graded cyclicity of the integral with respect
to the ‹-produc, so that
ş
Tr is graded cyclic.
The local ‹-symmetry satisfies the Lie algebra of GLp2, Cq, and centrally extends the
SOp1, 3q Lie algebra of the commutative theory.
Finally, the ‹-action (2.19) is invariant under diffeomorphisms generated by the Lie deriva-
tive, in the sense thatż
Lvp4´formq “
ż
pivd` divqp4´formq “
ż
dpivp4´formqq “ boundary term (2.27)
since dp4´formq “ 0 on a 4-dimensional manifold. In fact the action is geometrical (it is the
integral of a 4-form) and as such it is invariant under usual coordinate transformations.
2.5 Hermiticity and charge conjugation
Hermiticity conditions can be imposed on V , Ω and the gauge parameter ǫ:
γ0V γ0 “ V
:, ´ γ0Ωγ0 “ Ω
:, ´ γ0ǫγ0 “ ǫ
: (2.28)
Moreover it is easy to verify the analogues of conditions (2.12):
γ0rpDψq ‹ ψ¯sγ0 “ rψ ‹Dψ¯s
:, γ0rψ ‹Dψ¯sγ0 “ rDψ ‹ ψ¯s
: (2.29)
These hermiticity conditions are consistent with the gauge variations, as in the commutative
case, and can be used to check that the action (2.19) is real. On the component fields V a, V˜ a,
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ωab, ω, and ω˜, and on the component gauge parameters εab, ε, and ε˜ the hermiticity conditions
(2.28) imply that they are real fields.
The charge conjugation relations (2.13), however, cannot be exported to the noncommuta-
tive case as they are. Indeed they would imply the vanishing of the component fields V˜ a, ω,
and ω˜ (whose presence is necessary in the noncommutative case) and anyhow would not be
consistent with the ‹-gauge variations.
An essential modification is needed, and makes use of the θ dependence of the noncom-
mutative fields. This dependence will be made explicit in Section 3, using the Seiberg-Witten
map. At this stage we just assume that there is such a dependence. Then we can impose
consistent charge conjugation conditions as follows:
CVθpxqC “ V´θpxq
T , CΩθpxqC “ Ω´θpxq
T , CεθpxqC “ ε´θpxq
T (2.30)
These conditions can be checked to be consistent with the ‹-gauge transformations. For ex-
ample CVθpxq
TC can be shown to transform in the same way as V´θpxq:
δǫpCV
T
θ Cq “ CpδǫVθq
TC “ Cp´ǫTθ ‹´θ V
T
θ ` V
T
θ ‹´θ ǫ
T
θ qC “
“ ǫ´θ ‹´θ V´θ ´ V´θ ‹´θ ǫ´θ “ δǫV´θ (2.31)
where we have used C2 “ ´1 and the fact that the transposition of a ‹-product of matrix-
valued fields interchanges the order of the matrices but not of the ‹-multiplied fields. To
interchange both it is necessary to use the “reflected” ‹´θ product obtained by changing the
sign of θ, since
f ‹θ g “ g ‹´θ f (2.32)
for any two functions f, g.
For the component fields and gauge parameters the charge conjugation conditions imply:
V aθ “ V
a
´θ, ω
ab
θ “ ω
ab
´θ (2.33)
V˜ aθ “ ´V˜
a
´θ, ωθ “ ´ω´θ, ω˜θ “ ´ω˜´θ, (2.34)
Similarly for the gauge parameters:
εabθ “ ε
ab
´θ (2.35)
εθ “ ´ε´θ, ε˜θ “ ´ε˜´θ (2.36)
Finally, let us consider the charge conjugate spinor:
ψC ” Cpψ¯qT (2.37)
It transforms under ‹-gauge variations as:
δǫψ
C “ Cpδǫψ¯q
T “ Cp´ψ¯ ‹ ǫqT “ Cp´ǫT ‹´θ ψ
˚q “ CǫTC ‹´θ Cψ
˚ “ ǫ´θ ‹´θ ψ
C (2.38)
i.e. it transforms in the same way as ψ´θ. Then we can impose the noncommutative Majorana
condition:
ψCθ “ ψ´θ ñ ψ
:
θγ0 “ ψ
T
´θC (2.39)
If the NC Majorana condition holds for ψ, it is immediate to verify that
CpDψθ ‹θ ψ¯θqC “ ´pψ ‹Dψ¯q
T
´θ (2.40)
in close analogy with the charge conjugation conditions (2.30).
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2.6 Reality and charge conjugation invariance of the action
Reality of the noncommutative action is proven by using the hermiticity conditions on V , Ω,
R and on the fermion bilinears Dψ ‹ ψ¯ and ψ ‹Dψ¯ when comparing the action (2.19) with its
complex conjugate, obtained by taking the Hermitian conjugate of the 4-form in the overall
trace inside the integral.
We define noncommutative charge conjugation to be the following transformation (extended
linearly and multiplicatively to products of fields):
ψ Ñ ψ C “ Cpψ¯qT “ ´γ0Cψ
˚ , V Ñ V C ” C V TC , ΩÑ ΩC ” CΩ TC , ‹θ Ñ ‹
C
θ “ ‹´θ ,
(2.41)
and consequently ^‹θ Ñ ^
C
‹θ
“ ^‹´θ . Then the action (2.19) is invariant under charge conju-
gation. Indeed (setting for short ^´θ ” ^‹´θ),
SC “
ż
Tr
`
iRC ^´θ V
C ^´θ V
Cγ5 ´ rpDψ
Cq ‹´θ ψ¯
C ´ ψC ‹´θ Dψ¯
Cs ^´θ V ^´θ V ^´θ V γ5
˘
“
ż
Tr
`
iRC ^´θ V
C ^´θ V
Cγ5 ´ rpDψ
Cq ‹´θ ψ¯
C ´ ψC ‹´θ Dψ¯
Cs ^´θ V ^´θ V ^´θ V γ5
˘T
“ S (2.42)
It may be useful to exhibit the various steps. Let us first concentrate on the bosonic part of
the action. Then:
SCbosonic “ i
ż
TrpRC ^´θ V
C ^´θ V
Cγ5q
T “ ´i
ż
TrpRT ^´θ V
T ^´θ V
TCγ5C
´1qT
“ ´i
ż
Tr
`
pV T ^´θ V
TγT
5
qT ^‹ R
˘
“ ´i
ż
Tr
`
´pV TγT
5
qT ^‹ V ^‹ R
˘
“ i
ż
Trpγ5V ^‹ V ^‹ Rq “ i
ż
TrpR ^‹ γ5V ^‹ V q “ i
ż
TrpR ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5q
“ Sbosonic (2.43)
Similarly the fermionic part of the action satisfies SCfermionic “ Sfermionic. Let’s first consider
the connection terms in
Sfermionic “
ż
´ψ¯ ‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ γ5dψ ´ dψ¯ ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ‹ γ5ψ
` ψ¯ ‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ γ5Ω ‹ ψ ´ ψ¯ ‹ Ω^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ‹ γ5ψ (2.44)
We find
pψ¯ ‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ γ5Ω ‹ ψq
C “ ψC ‹´θ V
C ^´θ V
C ^´θ V
C ^´θ γ5Ω
C ‹´θ ψ
C
“ ´pψ¯qT ‹´θ V
T ^´θ V
T ^´θ V
T ^´θ γ
T
5
ΩT ‹ pψ¯qT
“ ψ¯ ‹ Ωγ5 ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ‹ ψ
“ ´ψ¯ ‹ Ω^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V ‹ γ5ψ (2.45)
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where in the third line we inserted the definitions of the charge conjugate fields and simplified
the C matrices by recalling that γT
5
“ Cγ5C
´1; in the fourth line we transposed the whole
expression (that is invariant because it is valued in complex numbers). We observe that the
charge conjugation transformation squares to the identity; then the two connection terms in
Sfermionic are mapped one into the other under charge conjugation, and hence their sum is
invariant.
The proof for the fermion kinetic term is similar, and can be obtained by replacing the spin
connection with the exterior derivative, invariant under charge conjugation.
We can also conclude that the action must be even in θ if the fermions satisfy the Majorana
condition. Indeed (2.30) and the Majorana fermions property (2.40) imply
V C “ V´θ , Ω
C “ Ω´θ , ‹
C
θ “ ‹´θ , rpDψq ‹ ψ¯´ψ ‹Dψ¯s
C “ rpDψq ‹ ψ¯´ψ ‹Dψ¯s´θ . (2.46)
Hence the bosonic action Sbosonicpθq is mapped into Sbosonicp´θq under charge conjugation. Also
for the fermionic action Sfermionicpθq we have Sfermionicpθq
C “ Sfermionicp´θq if the fermions
are Majorana. Invariance of Sbosonic and of Sfermionic under charge conjugation then implies
invariance of the action under θ Ñ ´θ. Finally Spθq “ Sp´θq implies that all corrections to
the classical action are even in θ if we consider Majorana fermions.
2.7 Commutative limit θ Ñ 0
In the commutative limit the action reduces to the usual action of gravity coupled to fermions
of eq. (2.1). Indeed in virtue of the charge conjugation conditions on V and Ω, the component
fields V˜ a, ω, and ω˜ all vanish in the limit θ Ñ 0 (see the second line of (2.34)), and only the
classical spin connection ωab, vielbein V a and Dirac fermion ψ survive. Similarly the gauge
parameters ε, and ε˜ vanish in the commutative limit.
3 SW map for Groenewold-Moyal noncommutativity
In this section we consider Groenewold-Moyal noncommutativity, i.e. the star product is given
by (1.1). The Seiberg-Witten map (SW map) relates the noncommutative gauge fields Aˆ to
the ordinary A, and the noncommutative gauge parameters εˆ to the ordinary ε and A so as to
satisfy:
AˆpAq ` δˆεˆAˆpAq “ AˆpA` δεAq (3.47)
with
δεAµ “ Bµε` iεAµ ´ iAµε, (3.48)
δˆεˆAˆµ “ Bµεˆ` iεˆ ‹ Aˆµ ´ iAˆµ ‹ εˆ; (3.49)
here, as usual in the literature on the subject, the A and ε transformations are chosen to be
compatible with hermiticity (rather than anti-hermiticity) conditions.
The Seiberg-Witten condition (3.47) states that the dependence of the noncommutative
gauge field on the ordinary one is fixed by requiring that ordinary gauge variations of A inside
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AˆpAq produce the noncommutative gauge variation of Aˆ. In a gauge theory physical quantities
are gauge invariant: they do not depend on the gauge potential but on the equivalence class
of potentials related by gauge transformations. The SW map relates the noncommutative
gauge theory to the commutative one by requiring noncommutative fields to have the same
gauge equivalence classes as the commutative ones. In this way the degrees of freedom of a
noncommutative gauge theory are the same as those of the corresponding commutative one.
Equation (3.47) can be solved order by order in θ [16], yielding Aˆ and εˆ as power series in
θ:
AˆpA, θq “ A` A1pAq ` A2pAq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` AnpAq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (3.50)
εˆpε, A, θq “ ε` ε1pε, Aq ` ε2pε, Aq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` εnpε, Aq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (3.51)
where AnpAq and εnpε, Aq are of order n in θ. Note that εˆ depends on the ordinary ε and also
on A.
In [13] it is shown that if Aˆ and εˆ solve the differential equations
B
Bθρσ
Aˆµ “ ´
1
4
tAˆrρ, BσsAˆµ ` Fˆσsµu‹ (3.52)
B
Bθρσ
εˆ “ ´
1
4
tAˆrρ, Bσsεˆu‹ (3.53)
with the definitions
Fˆνρ ” BνAˆρ ´ BρAˆν ´ iAˆν ‹ Aˆρ ` iAˆρ ‹ Aˆν (3.54)
tf, gu‹ ” f ‹ g ` g ‹ f (3.55)
then Aˆ and εˆ satisfy also the SW condition (3.47).
The differential equations (3.52),(3.53) admit solutions given recursively by [20]
An`1µ “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θρσtAˆρ, BσAˆµ ` Fˆσµu
n
‹ (3.56)
εn`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θρσtAˆρ, Bσεˆu
n
‹ (3.57)
where tfˆ , gˆun‹ is n-th order term in tfˆ , gˆu‹, so that for example
tAˆρ, Bσεˆu
n
‹ ”
ÿ
r`s`t“n
pArρ ‹
s Bσε
t ` Bσε
t ‹s Arρq (3.58)
and ‹s indicates the s-th order term in the star product expansion (1.1). Here is a simple proof
of (3.56), (3.57): multiplying the differential equations by θµν and analysing them order by
order yields
θµν
B
Bθµν
An`1ρ “ pn` 1qA
n`1
ρ “ ´
1
4
θµνtAˆrµ, BνsAˆρ ` Fˆνsρu
n
‹ (3.59)
θµν
B
Bθµν
εn`1 “ pn ` 1qεn`1 “ ´
1
4
θµνtAˆrµ, Bνsεˆu
n
‹ (3.60)
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since An`1ρ and ε
n`1 are homogeneous functions of θ of order n` 1.
Similar expressions hold for the gauge field strength, and for matter fields φ transforming
in the fundamental or in the adjoint representation of the gauge group:
F n`1µν “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θρσ
´
tAˆρ, BσFˆµν `DσFˆµνu
n
‹ ´ 2tFˆµρ, Fˆνσu
n
‹
¯
(3.61)
φn`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θρσ
´
Aˆρ ‹ pBσφˆ`Dσφˆq
¯n
, δˆεˆφˆ “ iεˆ ‹ φˆ (3.62)
φn`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θρσtAˆρ, Bσφˆ`Dσφˆu
n
‹ , δˆεˆφˆ “ iεˆ ‹ φˆ´ iφˆ ‹ εˆ (3.63)
where the covariant derivative on Fˆ and φˆ is given by DσFˆµν “ BσFˆµν ´ iAˆσ ‹ Fˆµν ` iFˆµν ‹ Aˆσ,
Dσφˆ “ Bσφˆ´ iAˆσ ‹ φˆ (fundamental) and Dσφˆ “ Bσφˆ´ iAˆσ ‹ φˆ` iφˆ ‹ Aˆσ (adjoint).
Note The solution to (3.47) is not unique. For example if Aˆ is a solution, any finite noncom-
mutative gauge transformation of Aˆ gives another solution. Another source of ambiguities is
related to field redefinitons of the gauge potential. Both types of ambiguities should not lead
to physical effects since the S matrix of the θ expanded theory (the noncommutative theory) is
order by order in θ gauge invariant and is expected to be independent from field redefinitions.
The ambiguities are anyhow constrained by two physical requirements:
• the hermiticity properties of the commutative fields must be extended to the noncom-
mutative fields, and this implies reality of the NC actions;
• the charge conjugation properties of the commutative fields must be extended to the
noncommutative fields, and this implies that commutative actions with charge conjuga-
tion symmetry can be deformed into noncommutative ones with noncommutative charge
conjugation symmetry.
In this respect it is worth mentioning that the physically relevant ambiguities found up to sec-
ond order in θ in [21] do not preserve the charge conjugation properties of the noncommutative
fields [22].
It is therefore possible that the expansion of NC vielbein gravity to Opθ2q presented in the
next Sections is unique up to physically irrelevant field redefinitions.
4 Geometric formulation of SWmap for a general abelian
twist
The SW map conditions can be formulated in the presence of an arbitrary (space-time de-
pendent) NC star-product, not necessarily only in the Groenewold-Moyal case. The SW map
with arbitrary noncommutativity has been constructed for abelian gauge theories in [26] using
Kontsevich’s results. In the nonabelian case the situation is more involved and there is no
definite result (despite interesing partial ones [27]). In this section we show that when the
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star-product is obtained via a set of mutually commuting vector fields (i.e. via an abelian
twist) we can construct order by order solutions to the SW map. The mutually commuting
vector fields can be spacetime dependent and hence we obtain a SW map for nonabelian gauge
fields with nonconstant noncommutativity. The resulting NC gauge potential is then a 1-form
that depends on the commutative gauge potential 1-form and on the mutually commutative
vector fields.
The SW condition (3.47) can be seen as an 1-form equation, and therefore is coordinate
independent. Likewise the differential eq.s (3.52),(3.53) can be recast in a coordinate indepen-
dent form:
B
BθIJ
Aˆ “ ´
1
4
tiXrI Aˆ,LXJsAˆ` iXJsFˆu‹ (4.64)
B
BθIJ
εˆ “ ´
1
4
tiXrI Aˆ,LXJs εˆu‹ (4.65)
where all quantities and operations are diffeomorphic-convariant: Aˆ is a one-form, Fˆ ” dAˆ ´
iAˆ ^‹ Aˆ is a two-form, iXI and LXI are respectively the contraction and the Lie derivative
along the mutually commuting vector fields XI . When the abelian twist reduces to the Moyal
case of the preceding Section, the curvature becomes Fˆ “ 1
2
Fˆµνdx
µ ^ dxν , where the Fˆµν
components are given in (3.54). Note that in the Moyal case dxµ ^‹ dx
ν “ dxµ ^ dxν since
LXIdx
µ “ dLXIx
µ “ 0.
Our strategy is the following: we first write down, in a coordinate independent way, can-
didate recursive solutions for the SW condition (3.47). Then we prove that in a particular
coordinate system the candidate solutions satisfy the SW condition, and therefore must satisfy
it in any coordinate system.
The candidate recursive solutions are given by:
An`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θIJtiXI Aˆ,LXJ Aˆ` iXJ Fˆ u
n
‹ (4.66)
εn`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θIJtiXI Aˆ,LXJ εˆu
n
‹ (4.67)
We choose now a particular coordinate system adapted to the mutually commuting vectors
XI , i.e. precisely the coordinates y
I such that XI “ B{By
I. It is then immediate to verify that
the candidate solutions indeed reduce to the recursive solutions given in the preceding Section,
where one just substitutes the coordinates xµ with yI . For example LXI pAˆJdy
Jq “ BAˆJ{By
IdyJ ,
etc. Thus (4.66) and (4.67) are bona fide solutions of the SW equations in a generic coordinate
system. The same argument can be used to prove that (4.66) and (4.67) are solutions of the
differential equations (4.64) and (4.65) , and that these latter imply the SW gauge condition
(3.47).
Similarly one proves the generalization of eq.s (3.61)-(3.63):
F n`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θIJ
´
tiXI Aˆ, 2LXJ Fˆ ´ iriXJ Aˆ, Fˆ su
n
‹ ´ riXI Fˆ , iXJ Fˆ s
n
‹
¯
(4.68)
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φn`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θIJ
´
iXI Aˆ ‹ p2LXJ φˆ´ ipiXJ Aˆq ‹ φˆq
¯n
, δˆεˆφˆ “ iεˆ ‹ φˆ (4.69)
φn`1 “ ´
1
4pn` 1q
θIJtiXI Aˆ , 2LXJ φˆ´ ipiXJ Aˆq ‹ φˆ` iφˆ ‹ piXJ Aˆqu
n
‹ , δˆεˆφˆ “ iεˆ ‹ φˆ´ iφˆ ‹ εˆ
(4.70)
Note In order to prove that (4.66) and (4.67) satisfy the SW condition we have implicitly
assumed that we have four commuting vector fields tXIu spanning (at each point of the four
dimensional space-time manifold) the four dimensional tangent space-time. In this case we
can indeed locally find a coordinate system tyJu such that XI “ B{By
I (Frobenius theorem).
This assumption can be relaxed: (4.66) and (4.67) satisfy the SW condition also in the case
of abelian twists e´
i
2
θIJXIbXJ where the N mutually commuting vector fields tXIu span a
subspace of the four dimensional tangent space-time. The proof is algebraic and follows the
same steps as the original proof given by Seiberg and Witten.
5 Expansion of fields to second order in θ
Here we apply the formulae of the preceding section to the gauge fields, matter fields and gauge
parameters of noncommutative vielbein gravity coupled to fermions. The gauge field is the
spin connection Ω, the matter fields are the vielbein (since it transforms in the adjoint repre-
sentation of the gauge group, see (2.24)) and the fermi field (transforming in the fundamental
representation). Comparison of the matter fields gauge transformations Dψ “ dψ ´ Ω ‹ ψ
(defined in (2.20)) and Dσφˆ “ Bσφˆ´ iAˆσ ‹ φˆ (defined below (3.63)), show that the formulae of
the preceding section holds with i pA replaced by Ω.
The solutions of the SW map provide explicit expressions for the fields in terms of θ and
the ordinary fields. The expressions for V , Ω and R must have the all order gamma matrix
structure:
V “ V aγa ` V˜
1 aγaγ5 ` V
2 aγa ` V˜
3 aγaγ5 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (5.1)
Ω “
1
4
ωabγab ` piω
11` ω˜1γ5q `
1
4
ω2 abγab ` piω
31` ω˜3γ5q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (5.2)
R “
1
4
Rabγab ` piR
11` R˜1γ5q `
1
4
R2 abγab ` piR
31` R˜3γ5q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ (5.3)
(with all component fields V a, V˜ 1 a, V 2 a, V˜ 3 a, ωab, ω1, ω˜1, etc. real) as can be deduced from
(3.56), (3.63), (3.61). For example the first order term in Ω contains an anticommutator of γab
matrices, yielding 1 and γ5 matrices. The second order term contains anticommutators of γab
with 1 and γ5, or commutators of γab with γab, yielding again γab matrices, and so on. The
gamma matrix structure depends therefore on the parity of the order in θ. The corrections up
to second order in θ in the above expansions, and for the fermi field, are given in the following
Tables, for Groenewold-Moyal twist, and for general abelian twist. The expansion up to first
order appeared in [23] (see also [24]).
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TABLE 1: SW fields at second order, Groenewold-Moyal product
Vielbein
V 1 aµ “ 0 (5.4)
V˜ 1 aµ “
1
4
θρσωbcρ ǫ
abcdpBσV
d
µ ´
1
2
ωdeσ V
e
µ q (5.5)
V 2 aµ “ ´
1
8
θρσ
„
4ω1ρpBσV
a
µ ´
1
2
ωabσ V
b
µ q ´ ǫabcdω
bc
ρ pBσV˜
1 d
µ ` ω˜
1
σV
d
µ ´
1
2
ωdeσ V˜
1 e
µ q

`
1
8
θρσθντ
„
ωbcρ Bνω
bc
σ BτV
a
µ ` 2ω
bc
ρ Bνω
ca
σ BτV
b
µ ´ Bνω
ab
ρ Bτ pBσV
b
µ ´
1
2
ωbcσ V
c
µ q

(5.6)
V˜ 2 aµ “ 0 (5.7)
Spin connection
ω1 abµ “ 0 (5.8)
ω1µ “ ´
1
16
θρσωabρ pBσω
ab
µ `R
ab
σµq (5.9)
ω˜1µ “ ´
1
16
θρσωabρ pBσω
cd
µ `R
cd
σµqǫabcd (5.10)
ω2 abµ “ ´
1
8
θρσpBσω
cd
µ `R
cd
σµqp2ω
1
ρδ
ab
cd ` ω˜
1
ρǫabcdq
´
1
4
θρσωcdρ rpBσω
1
µ `R
1
σµqδ
ab
cd `
1
2
pBσω˜
1
µ ` R˜
1
σµqǫabcds
`
1
8
θρσθντ pBνω
ac
ρ qBτ pBσω
bc
µ `R
bc
σµq (5.11)
ω2µ “ 0 (5.12)
ω˜2µ “ 0 (5.13)
Curvature
R1 abσµ “ 0 (5.14)
R1σµ “ ´
1
16
θντ rωabν pBτR
ab
σµ `DτR
ab
σµq ´ 2R
ab
σνR
ab
µτ s (5.15)
R˜1σµ “
1
32
θντ rωabν pBτR
cd
σµ `DτR
cd
σµqǫabcd ´ 2R
ab
σνR
cd
µτǫabcds (5.16)
R2 abµν “ ´
1
4
θρσr2ωabρ BσR
1
µν ` 2ω˜
ab
ρ BσR˜
1
µν
` ω1ρpBσR
ab
µν `DσR
ab
µνq ` ω˜
1
ρpBσR˜
ab
µν `DσR˜
ab
µνq
´ 2RabµρR
1
νσ ´ 2R˜
ab
µρR
1
νσ ´ 2R
1
µρR
ab
νσ ´ 2R˜
1
µρR
ab
νσs
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`
1
32
θρσθλτ rω˜abλ Bρω˜
cd
τ BσR
cd
µν ´ ω
ab
λ Bρω
cd
τ BσR
cd
µν
´ 4Bρω
ca
λ BσpBτR
cb
µν `DτR
cb
µνq ` 8BρR
ca
µλBσR
cb
ντ s (5.17)
R2µν “ 0 (5.18)
R˜2µν “ 0 (5.19)
with ω˜abµ ”
1
2
ǫabcdωcdµ , R˜
ab
µν ”
1
2
ǫabcdRcdµν .
Fermion field
ψ1 “
1
8
θµνωabµ pγabBνψ ` ω
ac
ν γbcψq (5.20)
ψ2 “ ´
1
8
θρσrpω1ρ ´ iγ5ω˜
1
ρqpBσψ `Dσψq ´
i
4
ωabρ γabpBσψ
1 `Dσψ
1q ´ piω1σ ` γ5ω˜
1
σqψs
`
1
64
θρσθµνγabr
1
4
ωabρ γcdBµω
cd
σ Bνψ ` Bµω
ab
ρ BνpBσψ `Dσψqs (5.21)
TABLE 2: SW forms at second order, general abelian twist
Vielbein
V 1 a “ 0 (5.22)
V˜ 1 a “
1
4
θIJX
ρ
Iω
bc
ρ ǫ
abcdpLXJV
d ´
1
2
XσJω
de
σ V
eq (5.23)
V 2 a “ ´
1
8
θIJX
ρ
I
„
4ω1ρpLXJV
a ´
1
2
XσJω
ab
σ V
bq ´ ǫabcdω
bc
ρ pLXJ V˜
1 d `XσJ ω˜
1
σV
d ´
1
2
XσJω
de
σ V˜
1 eq

`
1
8
θIJθKLrXρIω
bc
ρ LXKpX
σ
Jω
bc
σ qLXLV
a ` 2ωbcρ LXK pX
σ
Jω
ca
σ qLXLV
b
´ LXK pX
ρ
Iω
ab
ρ qLXLpLXJV
b ´
1
2
XσJω
bc
σ V
cqs (5.24)
V˜ 2 a “ 0 (5.25)
Spin connection
ω1 ab “ 0 (5.26)
ω1 “ ´
1
16
θIJX
ρ
Iω
ab
ρ pLXJω
ab ` iXJR
abq (5.27)
ω˜1µ “ ´
1
16
θIJX
ρ
Iω
ab
ρ pLXJω
cd ` iXJR
cdqǫabcd (5.28)
ω2 ab “ ´
1
8
θIJX
ρ
I pLXJω
cd ` iXJR
cdqp2ω1ρδ
ab
cd ` ω˜
1
ρǫabcdq
´
1
4
θIJX
ρ
Iω
cdrpLXJω
1 ` iXJR
1qδabcd `
1
2
ppLXJ ω˜
1 ` iXJ R˜
1qǫabcds
14
`
1
8
θIJθKLLXK pX
ρ
Iω
ac
ρ qLXLpLXJω
bc ` iXJR
bcq (5.29)
ω2 “ 0 (5.30)
ω˜2 “ 0 (5.31)
Curvature
R1 ab “ 0 (5.32)
R1 “ ´
1
16
θIJ rXνI ω
ab
ν p2LXJR
ab ´ 2XτJω
ac
τ R
cbq ´ 2piXIR
abqpiXJR
abqs (5.33)
R˜1 “
1
32
θIJ rXνI ω
ab
ν p2LXJR
cd ´ 2XτJω
ce
τ R
edqǫabcd ´ 2piXIR
abqpiXJR
cdqǫabcds
(5.34)
R2 ab “ ´
1
2
θIJ rXρIω
ab
ρ LXJR
1 `XρI ω˜
ab
ρ LXJ R˜
1
`XρIω
1
ρpLXJR
ab ´XσJω
ac
σ R
cbq `XρI ω˜
1
ρpLXJ R˜
ab ´XσJω
ac
σ R˜
cbq
´ iXI pR
ab ` R˜abqiXJR
1 ´ iXI pR
1 ` R˜1qiXJR
abs
`
1
32
θIJθKLrXλKω˜
ab
λ LXI pX
τ
Lω˜
cd
τ qLXJR
cd ´XλKω
ab
λ LXI pX
τ
Lω
cd
τ qLXJR
cd
´ 4LXI pX
λ
Kω
ca
λ qLXJ p2LXLR
cb ´ 2XτLω
cd
τ R
dbq ` 8LXI piXKR
caqLXJ piXLR
cbqs
(5.35)
R2 “ 0 (5.36)
R˜2 “ 0 (5.37)
with ω˜ab ” 1
2
ǫabcdωcd, R˜ab ” 1
2
ǫabcdRcd.
Fermion field
ψ1 “
1
8
θIJX
µ
I ω
ab
µ pγabLXJψ `X
ν
Jω
ac
ν γbcψq (5.38)
ψ2 “ ´
1
8
θIJX
ρ
I
”
pω1ρ ´ iγ5ω˜
1
ρqp2LXJψ ´
1
4
XσJω
cd
σ γcdψq
´
i
4
X
ρ
Iω
ab
ρ γabp2LXJψ
1 ´
1
4
XσJω
cd
σ γcdψ
1q ´XσJ piω
1
σ ` γ5ω˜
1
σqψ
ı
`
1
64
θIJθKLγabr
1
4
X
ρ
Iω
ab
ρ γcdLXK pX
σ
Jω
cd
σ qLXLψ ` LXK pX
ρ
Iω
ab
ρ qLXLp2LXJψ ´
1
4
XσJω
cd
σ γcdψqs
(5.39)
6 Compatibility of SW map and NC gravity action with
the hermiticity and charge conjugation conditions
Since the hermiticity properties (2.28) are essential to ensure reality of the NC action, it is
necessary to check whether the SW solutions indeed satisfy these properties. This can be seen
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directly on the SW solutions (5.1) - (5.3), and is due to their gamma matrix structure (odd
gamma matrices for V , even gamma matrices for Ω and R) and to the reality of the component
fields.
Similarly one can argue for the charge conjugation conditions (2.30): the matrix structure
of (5.1) - (5.3) indeed is such that these conditions hold, because even terms in θ multiply
symmetric gamma matrices (in the sense that Cγ is symmetric), while odd terms multiply
antisymmetric gamma matrices.
The compatibility between the SW map and the hermiticity and charge conjugation con-
ditions on all the fields is proven to all orders in θ and for a general field representation in
Appendix B.
When the noncommutative fields are expressed in terms of the commutative ones via the
SW map, these latter are considered to be the elementary dynamical fields. The charge con-
jugation operation is then the usual operation on commutative fields, and is extended to the
noncommutativity parameter θ via the rule
θ Ñ θC “ ´θ (6.1)
corresponding to ‹θ Ñ ‹
C
θ “ ‹´θ, cf. (2.41). The compatibility of SW map with the charge
conjugation condition reads (see also (B.36) and (B.38)):
pψ Ñ pψ C “ ´γ0C pψ ˚ , pV Ñ pV C “ C pV TC , pΩÑ pΩ C “ C pΩ TC, (6.2)
where pψ “ pψpψ,Ω, θq , pV “ pV pV,Ω, θq , pΩ “ pΩpΩ, θq .
and pψ C “ pψpψC ,ΩC , θCq , pV C “ pV pV C ,ΩC , θCq , pΩ C “ pΩpΩC , θCq (6.3)
Since the transformations (6.2) are the same as (2.41), they immediately imply that the non-
commutative gravity action coupled to spinor fields and expanded via SW map to any order
in the noncommutativity parameter θ in terms of the commutative field, is charge conjugation
invariant. As in Section 2.6 this implies that the bosonic action is even in θ and that the
fermionic part is also even in θ if it describes a Majorana fermion coupled to gravity.
In particular, the bosonic action must vanish at first order in θ, as we verify explicitly in
the next Section.
7 The noncommutative action expanded to second order
in θ
7.1 The bosonic action at first order vanishes
This can be explicitly verified: let us consider the first order pure gravity action:
S1 ”
ż
Tr piR ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5q
1 “
ż
Tr
`
iR1 ^ V 0 ^ V 0γ5 ` iR
0 ^ pV ^‹ V γ5q
1
˘
(7.1)
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where
pV ^‹ V γ5q
1 “ V 1 ^ V 0γ5 ` V
0 ^ V 1γ5 `
i
2
θρσBρV
0
µ BσV
0
ν γ5dx
µ ^ dxν “
“ V˜ 1 a ^ V bγaγ5γb ` V
b ^ V˜ 1 aγbγaγ5 `
i
2
θρσBρV
a
µ BσV
b
ν γaγbγ5dx
µ ^ dxν
“ ´2V˜ 1 a ^ V aγ5 ` iθ
ρσBρV
a
µ BσV
a
ν γ5dx
µ ^ dxν (7.2)
and we have used that up to boundary terms:ż
Tr piR ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5q “
ż
Tr piR ^ pV ^‹ V γ5qq (7.3)
Recalling that R1 has only 1 and γ5 parts, and R
0 has only the γab part, the trace in (7.1) is
only over γab or γabγ5 yielding always 0. We have thus verified that the first order part of the
pure gravity NC action vanishes.
7.2 The action at second order
The second order part of the NC action reads:
S2 ”
ż
Tr
`
iR ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5 ´ pDψ ‹ ψ¯ ´ ψ ‹Dψ¯q ^‹ V ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5
˘
2
“
“
ż
TrriR2 ^ V 0 ^ V 0γ5 `R
0 ^ pV ^‹ V γ5q
2 `R1 ^ pV ^‹ V γ5q
1
´ pDψ ‹ ψ¯ ´ ψ ‹Dψ¯q2 ^ V ^ V ^ V γ5 ´ pDψ ‹ ψ¯ ´ ψ ‹Dψ¯q
0 ^ pV ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5q
2
´ pDψ ‹ ψ¯ ´ ψ ‹Dψ¯q1 ^ pV ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5q
1s (7.4)
Expanding the fields as in preceding Section, and carrying out the traces yields:
S2 “
ż
pR2 ab ^ V c ^ V d ` 2Rab ^ V 2 c ^ V d ´ 2Rab ^ V 1 c ^ V 1 dqǫabcd
´ 2θIJRab ^ LXIV
1 a ^ LXJV
b ` 8R1 ^ V 1 a ^ V a ´ 4θIJR˜1 ^ LXIV
a ^ LXJV
a
(7.5)
for the pure gravity part, and
S2ψ “
ż
rψ¯2γabcγ5Dψ ` ψ¯γabcγ5pDψq
2 ` ψ¯1γabcγ5pDψq
1
`
i
2
θIJpLXI ψ¯
1γabcγ5LXJDψ ` LXI ψ¯γabcγ5LXJ pDψq
1q
`
1
8
θIJθKLppLXILXK ψ¯
1qγabcγ5LXJLXLDψ ` pLXILXK ψ¯qγabcγ5LXJLXLpDψq
1qs
^ V a ^ V b ^ V c
` rψ¯1γaγbγcDψ ` ψ¯γaγbγcpDψq
1 `
i
2
θIJLXI ψ¯γaγbγcLXJDψs ^
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^ pV 1 a ^ V b ^ V c ´ V a ^ V 1 b ^ V c ` V a ^ V b ^ V 1 cq
`
i
2
θIJ rψ¯1γaγbγcγ5Dψ ` ψ¯γaγbγcγ5pDψq
1 `
i
2
θKLLXK ψ¯γaγbγcγ5LXLDψs ^
^ pLXIV
a ^ LXJV
b ^ V c ` V a ^ LXIV
b ^ LXJV
c ` LXIV
a ^ V b ^ LXJV
cq
` ψ¯γaγbγcDψ ^K
2 abc ` ψ¯γaγbγcγ5Dψ ^ L
2 abc
´ pψ Ø Dψq (7.6)
for the fermi field part, where K2 abc and L2 abc are vielbein combinations originating from
pV ^‹ V ^‹ V γ5q
2:
K2 abc ”
i
2
θIJpLXIV
1 a ^ LXJV
b ^ V c ` LXIV
1 a ^ V b ^ LXJV
c ` V 1 a ^ LXIV
b ^ LXJV
c
` LXIV
a ^ LXJV
1 b ^ V c ` LXIV
a ^ V 1 b ^ LXJV
c ` V a ^ LXIV
1 b ^ LXJV
c
` LXIV
a ^ LXJV
b ^ V 1 c ` LXIV
a ^ V b ^ LXJV
1 c ` V a ^ LXIV
b ^ LXJV
1 cq
(7.7)
L2 abc ” V 2 a ^ V b ^ V c ´ V 1 a ^ V 1 b ^ V c ` V a ^ V 2 b ^ V c
`V a ^ V b ^ V 2 c ` V 1 a ^ V b ^ V 1 c ´ V a ^ V 1 b ^ V 1 c
´
1
4
θIJθKLpLXILXKV
a ^ LXLV
b ^ LXJV
c ` LXKV
v ^ LXILXLV
b ^ LXJV
cq
´
1
8
θIJθKLLXI pLXKV
a ^ V b ` V a ^ LXKV
bq ^ LXJLXLV
c (7.8)
Note: Lie derivatives in the action act on forms in a diffeomorphic invariant way. Hence the
action is diffeomorphisms invariant. However, the action of LXI on a Lorentz tensor is not
Lorentz covariant, since for example, using the spin connection ωab with vanishing torsion,
LXIV
a “ DXaI ` piXIω
abqV b (7.9)
with XaI “ X
µ
I V
a
µ , DX
a
I “ dX
a
I ´ ω
abXbI . This expression explicitly contains a non-Lorentz
covariant term due to the “naked” connection ωab. Only with successive integrations by parts
one recovers the manifest local Lorentz invariance of the action (that we recall is guaranteed by
invariance of the noncommutative action under noncommutative local Lorentz transformations
and by the SW map construction). Thus, if written in terms of the form components, only
bona fide Lorentz tensors appear in the action, with all indices contracted to yield a scalar.
8 Conclusions
The fields and the action of the NC vielbein gravity (+ fermions) constructed in [10] have
been expanded via the SW map to second order in the noncommutativity parameter θ. The
expanded action involves only the classical (commuting) fields of usual gravity coupled to
fermions, and the background commuting vector fields XI that define the abelian twist. The
action is real, thanks to the compatibility of the SW map with the hermiticity conditions on
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the field; it is also charge conjugation invariant due to the compatibility of the SW map with
the charge conjugation conditions on the fields. This implies that the bosonic action is even in
θ. In Appendix B these compatibilities are shown in general, without reference to the specific
model considered in this paper.
The expanded action is invariant under usual diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transfor-
mations.
In its use in a geometric theory, we found convenient to reformulate the SW map in the
geometric language of exterior forms: this allowed to generalize the SW map to arbitrary
abelian twists.
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A Twist differential geometry
The noncommutative deformation of gravity considered here and in ref. [10] relies on the
existence (in the deformation quantization context, see for ex [25] ) of an associative ‹-product
between functions and more generally an associative ^‹ exterior product between forms that
satisfies the following properties:
‚ Compatibility with the undeformed exterior differential:
dpτ ^‹ τ
1q “ dpτq ^‹ τ
1 “ τ ^‹ dτ
1 (A.1)
‚ Compatibility with the undeformed integral (graded cyclicity property):ż
τ ^‹ τ
1 “ p´1qdegpτqdegpτ
1q
ż
τ 1 ^‹ τ (A.2)
with degpτq`degpτ 1q “D=dimension of the spacetime manifold, and where here τ and τ 1 have
compact support (otherwise stated we require (A.2) to hold up to boundary terms).
‚ Compatibility with the undeformed complex conjugation:
pτ ^‹ τ
1q˚ “ p´1qdegpτqdegpτ
1qτ 1˚ ^‹ τ
˚ (A.3)
Following [10] we describe here a (quite wide) class of twists whose ‹-products have all these
properties. As a particular case we have the Groenewold-Moyal ‹-product
f ‹ g “ µte
i
2
θρσBρbBσf b gu, (A.4)
where the map µ is the usual pointwise multiplication: µpf b gq “ fg, and θρσ is a constant
antisymmetric matrix.
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Abelian Twist
Let Ξ be the linear space of smooth vector fields on a smooth manifoldM , and UΞ its universal
enveloping algebra. A twist F P UΞ b UΞ defines the associative ‹-product
f ‹ g “ µtF´1f b gu (A.5)
where the map µ is the usual pointwise multiplication: µpfbgq “ fg. The product associativity
relies on the defining properties of the twist [8, 25].
Explicit examples of twist are provided by the so-called abelian twists:
F
´1 “ e
i
2
θIJXIbXJ (A.6)
where tXIu is a set of mutually commuting vector fields globally defined on the manifold, and
θIJ is a constant antisymmetric matrix. The corresponding ‹-product is in general position
dependent because the vector fields Xa are in general x-dependent. In the special case that
there exists a global coordinate system on the manifold we can consider the vector fields
Xa “
B
Bxa
. In this instance we have the Moyal twist, cf. (A.4):
F
´1 “ e
i
2
θρσBρbBσ (A.7)
Deformed exterior product
For abelian twists (A.6), the deformed exterior product between forms is defined as
τ ^‹ τ
1 ”
8ÿ
n“0
ˆ
i
2
˙n
θI1J1 ¨ ¨ ¨ θInJnpLXI1 ¨ ¨ ¨LXInτq ^ pLXJ1 ¨ ¨ ¨LXJnτ
1q
“ τ ^ τ 1 `
i
2
θIJpLXIτq ^ pLXJ τ
1q `
1
2!
ˆ
i
2
˙2
θI1J1θI2J2pLXI1LXI2τq ^ pLXJ1LXJ2τ
1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨
where the commuting tangent vectors XI act on forms via the Lie derivatives LXI . This
product is associative, and the above formula holds also for τ or τ 1 being a 0-form (i.e. a
function).
Exterior derivative
The exterior derivative satisfies the usual (graded) Leibniz rule, since it commutes with the
Lie derivative:
dpf ‹ gq “ df ‹ g ` f ‹ dg (A.8)
dpτ ^‹ τ
1q “ dτ ^‹ τ
1 ` p´1qdegpτq τ ^‹ dτ
1 (A.9)
Integration: graded cyclicity
If we consider an abelian twist (A.6) given by globally defined commuting vector fields Xa,
then the usual integral is cyclic under the ‹-exterior products of forms, i.e., up to boundary
terms, ż
τ ^‹ τ
1 “ p´1qdegpτqdegpτ
1q
ż
τ 1 ^‹ τ (A.10)
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with degpτq ` degpτ 1q “D= dimension of the spacetime manifold. In fact we have, up to
boundary terms,ż
τ ^‹ τ
1 “
ż
τ ^ τ 1 “ p´1qdegpτqdegpτ
1q
ż
τ 1 ^ τ “ p´1qdegpτqdegpτ
1q
ż
τ 1 ^‹ τ (A.11)
For example at first order in θ,ż
τ ^‹ τ
1 “
ż
τ ^ τ 1 ´
i
2
θab
ż
LXapτ ^ LXbτ
1q “
ż
τ ^ τ 1 ´
i
2
θab
ż
diXapτ ^ LXbτ
1q (A.12)
where we used the Cartan formula LXa “ diXa ` iXad.
Complex conjugation
If we choose real fields Xa in the definition of the twist (A.6), it is immediate to verify that:
pf ‹ gq˚ “ g˚ ‹ f˚ (A.13)
pτ ^‹ τ
1q˚ “ p´1qdegpτqdegpτ
1qτ 1˚ ^‹ τ
˚ (A.14)
since sending i into ´i in the twist (A.7) amounts to send θab into ´θab “ θba, i.e. to exchange
the order of the factors in the ‹-product.
B Seiberg Witten map: hermiticity and charge conju-
gation properties
We here sharpen the results of [18] concerning the general properties of hermiticity and reality
of SW map (in particular in [18] the gauge group was an internal group, here it can also be the
Lorentz group, for example in its spin representation). Applying these general properties we
derive the hermiticity and charge conjugation properties of the fields of NC gravity coupled to
spinors used in Section 2.5.
Given a representation ρ : G Ñ GLpn, Cq of a group G we can consider three other repre-
sentations of G: i) the inverse Hermitian representation, defined for all g P G by ρ1pgq “ ρpgq´1
:
(without inversion we would not have ρ1pgg˜q “ ρ1pgqρ1pg˜q); ii) the complex conjugate represen-
tation, ρ˚pgq “ ρpgq˚ where ˚ denotes complex conjugation, iii) the inverse transpose represen-
tation ρT pgq “ ρpgq´1
T
(i.e. the complex conjugate representation of ρ1). The representation
ρ is unitary if ρ1 “ ρ.
These representations induce representations of the Lie algebra g “LiepGq. If g “ eiλaT
a
with λa P R, we find
ρ1pT aq “ rρpT aqs: , ρ˚pT aq “ ´rρpT aqs˚ , ρT pT aq “ ´rρpT aqsT . (B.15)
In turn these Lie algebra representations can be extended to representations of the universal
enveloping algebra Ug of g by linearity and multiplicativity (we recall that Ug is the associative
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algebra of polynomials of elements of g, where the commutator TT 1 ´ T 1T is identified with
the Lie bracket rT, T 1s).
From (B.15) we have
ρ1pAq “ ρpAq: , ρ˚pAq “ ´ρpAq˚ , ρT pAq “ ´ρpAqT .
We show that these relations hold also for the NC fields. In other words the SW map is
compatible with hermitian conjugation, with complex conjugation and with transposition:
zρ1pAq “ zρpAq : , zρ1pεq “zρpεq : (B.16)
i.e., {pρpAqq: “ zρpAq : , {pρpεqq: “zρpεq : , that for short we rewrite xA: “ pA : , pε: “ pε : ,
­ρ˚pAq “ ´zρpAq ˚ , ~ρ˚pεq “ ´zρpεq ˚ , (B.17)
and ­ρT pAq “ ´zρpAq T , ~ρT pεq “ ´zρpεq T , (B.18)
where | denotes the SW map with ´θ noncommutativity. More explicitly formula (B.18)
reads
SW rρT pAq,´θs “ ´SW rρpAq, θsT , SW rρT pεqρT pAq,´θs “ ´SW rρpεq, ρpAq, θsT ;
and similarly for formulae (B.17) and (B.16).
Proof of (B.16), (B.17) and (B.18). We recall that for generic space-time dependent matrices
M and N , under complex conjugation, transposition and hermitian conjugation we have
pM ‹Nq˚ “M˚ ‹´θN
˚ , pM ‹NqT “ NT ‹´θM
T , pM ‹Nq: “ N : ‹M : . (B.19)
The Hermitian conjugates of the relations (3.56), (3.57) in the representation ρ, are
{ρpAµqn`1 : “ ´ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt{ρpAρq:, Bσ{ρpAµq: ` {ρpFσµq:un‹ (B.20)
yρpεqn`1 : “ ´ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt{ρpAρq:, Bσyρpεq:un‹ ; (B.21)
where by definition {ρpFνρq ” Bν{pρpAρq ´ Bρ{ρpAνq ´ i{ρpAνq ‹{ρpAρq ` i{ρpAρq ‹{ρpAνq. Relations
(3.56), (3.57) in the representation ρ1, are
{ρ1pAµqn`1 “ ´ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt{ρ1pAρq, Bσ{ρ1pAµq ` {ρ1pFσµqun‹ (B.22)
zρ1pεqn`1 “ ´ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt{ρ1pAρq, Bσzρ1pεqun‹ . (B.23)
Since these two sets of relations have the same structure in terms of their respective variableszρpAq:,yρpεq: and zρ1pAq,zρ1pεq, and since at zeroth order in θ, ρpAq: “ ρ1pAq, ρpεq: “ ρ1pεq the
compatibility (B.16) is iteratively proven at all orders in θ.
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We proceed similarly in order to prove (B.17); the complex conjugate of the relations (3.56),
(3.57) in the representation ρ can be written as
´{ρpAµqn`1 ˚ “ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt´{ρpAρq˚,´Bσ{ρpAµq˚ ´ {ρpFσµq˚un‹´θ (B.24)
´yρpεqn`1 ˚ “ 1
4pn ` 1q
θρσt´{ρpAρq˚,´Bσyρpεq˚un‹´θ . (B.25)
Relations (3.56), (3.57) in the representation ρ˚ and with noncommutativity parameter ´θ
(and corresponding star product ‹´θ) read
­ρ˚pAµqn`1 “ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt­ρ˚pAρq, Bσ ­ρ˚pAµq ` ­ρ˚pFσµqun‹´θ (B.26)
~ρ˚pεqn`1 “ 1
4pn` 1q
θρσt­ρ˚pAρq, Bσ~ρ˚pεqun‹´θ . (B.27)
Since these two sets of relations have the same structure in terms of their respective variables
´zρpAq˚,´yρpεq˚ and ­ρ˚pAq,~ρ˚pεq, and since at zeroth order in θ, ´ρpAq˚ “ ρ˚pAq, ´ρpεq˚ “
ρ˚pεq, the compatibility (B.16) is iteratively proven at all orders in θ.
From (B.16) and (B.17) easily follows the compatibility of the SW map with transposition,
eq. (B.18).
A similar iterative procedure shows that for matter fields transforming in the adjoint (see
(3.63) and (4.70)), given ρ1pφq “ ρpφq:, ρ˚pφq “ ´ρpφq˚ and ρT pφq “ ´ρpφqT , we have
SW rρ1pφq, ρ1pAq, θs “ SW rρpφq, ρpAq, θs : and
SW rρ˚pφq, ρ˚pAq,´θs “ ´SW rρpφq, ρpAq, θs ˚ , SW rρT pφq, ρT pAq,´θs “ ´SW rρpφq, ρpAq, θs T ,
that we rewrite as
zρpφq1 “ yρpφq : , ~ρ˚pφq “ ´yρpφq ˚ , ­ρT pφq “ ´yρpφqT ; (B.28)
with abuse of notations we simply write the first of these relations xφ: “ pφ :.
Finally the same iterative procedure shows that for matter field in the fundamental (see
(3.62) and (4.69)), given ρ˚pφq “ ρpφq˚, we have SW rρ˚pφq, ρ˚pAq,´θs “ SW rρpφq, ρpAq, θs ˚,
i.e., |φ˚ “ pφ ˚ . (B.29)
Charge conjugation is the transformation that maps a particle representation of a symme-
try group to its complex conjugate representation (ρ Ñ ρ˚), hence the compatibility of SW
map with complex conjugation is the compatibility with charge conjugation. On spinor fields
complex conjugation and charge conjugation differ by a unitary transformation (see (B.35),
(B.37)). As we show below also in this case the SW map is compatibe with charge conjugtion.
Spin representation of Lorentz group
We now consider the gauge group G “ SLp2, Cq and fix the representation ρ (that from now
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on we omit writing) to be the one determined by the 4ˆ4 matrices in the spinor representation
used throughout the paper (the p1
2
, 1
2
q-sinor representation). We prove that pΩ “ i pA satisfies
the hermiticity and symmetry conditions,
pΩ : “ ´γ0pΩγ0 , pΩ T “ CqΩC ; (B.30)
these are precisely the conditions (2.28) and (2.30), that we have here rewritten using hatted
variables in order to stress that these conditions are now derived from the hermiticity and
symmetry properties of the classical fields and of the SW map.
We know that the classical fields satisfy Ω: “ ´γ0Ωγ0 , Ω
T “ CΩC, i.e., since A “ ´iΩ,
γ0 “ γ
´1
o , C “ ´C
´1, we know that A: “ γ0Aγ
´1
0 , ´ A
T “ CAC´1. We then have
pA : “ xA: “ {γ0Aγ´10 “ γ0 pAγ´10 , (B.31)
pAT “ ´­ρT pAq “ ´­p´AT q “ ´ ­CAC´1 “ ´C|AC´1 , (B.32)
where we used (B.17) and (B.18), and in the last equality of each expression we used com-
patibility of SW map with the similarity transformations A Ñ γ0Aγ
´1
0 and A Ñ CAC
´1
respectively (for example SW rCAC´1, θs “ CSW rA, θsC´1). These expressions immedialtely
imply (B.30).
A similar proof shows that the gauge parameter pǫ, as well as the vielbein pV satisfy the
hermiticity and symmetry conditions,
pǫ : “ ´γ0pǫγ0 , pǫ T “ Cqǫ C ; (B.33)
pV : “ γ0pV γ0 , pV T “ C|V C ; (B.34)
hint: use that pǫ “ ipε, where pǫ corresponds to the gauge potential pΩ, and pε corresponds to the
gauge potential pA (see (2.24) and (3.49)). For (B.34) use (B.28). Relations (B.34) coincide
with the reality and charge conjugation conditions considered in (2.28) and (2.30).
Charge Conjugation
Under charge conjugation we have
ψ Ñ ψ C “ Cpψ¯qT “ ´γ0Cψ
˚ , V Ñ V C “ V , AÑ AC “ A (B.35)
Applying the SW map we obtain the noncommutative fields relations xV C “ pV , xAC “ pA, that
with the help of (B.34) and (B.31) equivalently read
|V C “ C pV TC , |AC “ C pA TC . (B.36)
The charge conjugation operation on the gauge potential can also be written
AÑ AC “ p´γ0Cq ρ
˚pAqp´γ0Cq
´1 “ ´p´γ0CqA
˚p´γ0Cq
´1 . (B.37)
Then
|ψC “ SW rψC , AC ,´θs “ SW r´γ0Cψ˚, Ad´γ0C ρ˚pAq,´θs “ ´γ0C SW rψ˚, ρ˚pAq,´θs
“ ´γ0C |ψ˚ “ ´γ0C pψ ˚ (B.38)
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where in the last passage we used (B.29).
In the previous sections we used the notation pψ “ pψpψ,Ω, θq to denote the SW mappψ “ SW rψ,A, θs, and similarly for pV and pΩ “ i pA. Then relations (B.36) and (B.38) coincide
with equations (6.2).
C Gamma matrices in D “ 4
We summarize in this Appendix our gamma matrix conventions in D “ 4.
ηab “ p1,´1,´1,´1q, tγa, γbu “ 2ηab, rγa, γbs “ 2γab, (C.1)
γ5 ” iγ0γ1γ2γ3, γ5γ5 “ 1, ε0123 “ ´ε
0123 “ 1, (C.2)
γ:a “ γ0γaγ0, γ
:
5 “ γ5 (C.3)
γTa “ ´CγaC
´1, γT
5
“ Cγ5C
´1, C2 “ ´1, C: “ CT “ ´C (C.4)
C.1 Useful identities
γaγb “ γab ` ηab (C.5)
γabγ5 “
i
2
ǫabcdγ
cd (C.6)
γabγc “ ηbcγa ´ ηacγb ´ iεabcdγ5γ
d (C.7)
γcγab “ ηacγb ´ ηbcγa ´ iεabcdγ5γ
d (C.8)
γaγbγc “ ηabγc ` ηbcγa ´ ηacγb ´ iεabcdγ5γ
d (C.9)
γabγcd “ ´iε
ab
cdγ5 ´ 4δ
ra
rc γ
bs
ds ´ 2δ
ab
cd (C.10)
where δabcd “
1
2
pδac δ
b
d ´ δ
b
cδ
a
dq and indices antisymmetrization in square brackets has total weight
1.
C.2 Charge conjugation and Majorana condition
Dirac conjugate ψ¯ ” ψ:γ0 (C.11)
Charge conjugate spinor ψC “ Cpψ¯qT (C.12)
Majorana spinor ψC “ ψ ñ ψ¯ “ ψTC (C.13)
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